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Rationale

● Introduction to biological datasets

● From a computer science perspective



Produces 
lots 

of data!



2 types of genomic data

● Raw reads
○ Error-prone
○ Many low-abundance distinct k-mers

● Assembled sequences
○ High quality
○ From incomplete gene, plasmids, to complete 

chromosomes



Explosion of available assembled genomes

GenBank : 1 TB, > 200M sequences, 40 year anniv 🎂

(Slide stolen from Antoine)



TSA

Type: assemblies
Size: 474 GB (April 2022)
Diversity: high
dBG? ?
# 31-mers: ?
FM-Index? ?

What to mine: inter-species transcripts,
RNA viruses, cancer isoforms? (ask Camille)

https://0-www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.brum.beds.ac.uk/genbank/release/current/


GMGC (Global Microbial Gene Catalogue)

Type: assemblies
Size: 124 GB .gz
Diversity: high
dBG? ?
7-mer AA index: done
FM-Index? ?

What to mine: microbial genes, associations to 
habitat, associations to abundances
(Many examples of mining here: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-04233-4)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-04233-4


GenBank

Type: assemblies
Size: 1.2 TB (April 2022)
Diversity: high
dBG? ?
BLAST database: yes

Particularity: all sequences are annotated

What to mine: genes, 
association sequences/annotation

https://0-www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.brum.beds.ac.uk/genbank/release/current/


WGS

Type: assemblies
Size: 16 TB (April 2022)
Diversity: high
dBG? no
# 31-mers: ?
FM-Index? no

Difference with GenBank: sequences are not 
necessarily annotated

https://0-www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.brum.beds.ac.uk/genbank/release/current/


All E.Coli genomes

Type: assemblies
Size: 255 GB .gz
Diversity: low
dBG? feasible
# sequences: 29,865,149
# 10-min-mers (d=0.001): 10,919,184
FM-Index? feasible

Availability: ask me

What to mine: pangenome, HGT, genomic 
islands, SNPs, ..



167,000 E. coli’s 
mdBG



Many GenBank 
“divisions”

Source:
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/49/D1/D92
/5983623

https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/49/D1/D92/5983623
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/49/D1/D92/5983623
https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/49/D1/D92/5983623


Blackwell, .., Iqbal’s 661k bacterial genomes collection

Type: assemblies
Size: 2.5 TB
Diversity: medium
dBG? yes
# 31-mers: unreported
FM-Index? not yet





SRA

Type: reads
Size: 30 PB
Diversity: extreme
dBG? never
# 31-mers: unreported
FM-Index? never
Index made: STAT



Growth of the Sequence Read Archive

30 petabases
( 30 million of gigabases)



30



NCBI STAT

A recent indexing tour de force that it nearly unknown to the community.

"we have processed more than 27.9 Peta base pairs from runs"

Taxonomic indexing of 32-mer minimizers in 64bp windows
Size: 75 GB (dense version)



The STAT paper is great

Many nuggets:

“[..] It is estimated that as little as 30–80 statistically independent 
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) can uniquely identify an individual 
human [..]”

“[..] the BLAST® refseq_genomes database is 1.4 terabytes (tb) [..]”

“[..] we released a detection tool containing aligns_to and a Virus “dbs” that 
allows users to map k-mers found in NGS data to taxa included under 
Coronaviridae [..]”



Serratus 2020-2021 assemblies

Type: assemblies
Size: 6 TB
Diversity: high
dBG? no
# 31-mers: 1,500 B
FM-Index? no



Serratus architecture

- Aggressively cost-optimized

- Native access to SRA on S3

- Dynamic scaling up to  ~22,250s vCPU

- Open Source: GPLv3

SRA also available 
@ Google Cloud,
https://datascience.
nih.gov/strides

https://datascience.nih.gov/strides
https://datascience.nih.gov/strides


(Including Sven in the screenshot)



The “nr” database of BLAST

“The nucleotide collection consists of GenBank+EMBL+DDBJ+PDB+RefSeq 
sequences, but excludes EST, STS, GSS, WGS, TSA”

[..] “The database is non-redundant.”

125 GB compressed

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/nr.gz 

PS: “refseq_genomes” database: 1.5 TB [ref: STAT]

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/nr.gz


Many others (often metagenomic)

MGNify: a database of assemblies of metagenome studies
from ENA searchable by metadata



Conclusion

Text indexing community: What can we do with so much data?

● Index it
○ MinHash sketches
○ k-mers
○ k-min-mers
○ BWT
○ r-index

● Compress it
○ gz, xz
○

● And if possible, make biological 
discoveries from it!


